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Ethnic march set for today

Wild art

Students w ill head to B aker’s o ffice to discuss concerns
By Heather Crookston
Staff Writer______________________

A rally has been scheduled
today by a group of Cal Poly stu
dents who intend to let President
Baker know that they feel multi
cultural issues should no longer
be ignored.
Those behind the rally would
not reveal their names and said
they wanted to be referred to
only as a group of “concerned
students,” who met Tuesday to
organize the event.
“It’s more about the issues
than who’s addressing it,” said
one of the students.
Students said the rally is
scheduled to start at 11 a.m.
They will begin a march in the
University Union Plaza and will
proceed from there to President
Baker’s office.
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C o m p u te r-g e n e ra te d p h o to -a rt, su ch a s th e p ie c e a b o v e , is on
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Comments from the group
reflected a clear irritation with
Baker.
One student said Baker needs
to get out of his “big chair.”
Another said the president
needs to “face reality” because
“(the) CSUs are here to represent
the state.”
According to one “concerned
student,” a publication called
Princeton Review named Cal
Poly “as the most homogeneous
and culturally strained” univer
sity in California.
Bob Gish, director of ethnic
studies, agreed with the stu
dents’ position.

“I think that the students
have every right and need to ex
press their level of frustration
because it continues to build,” he
said. “We’re not hiring faculty of
color at a fast enough rate (and)
we’re not rearranging the cur
riculum fast enough.
“I’m not satisfied with that
rate of progress myself,” Gish
said. “They should re-prioritize
things (and) just bend over back
wards to try to incorporate issues
of cultural pluralism into the»
curriculum.”
In a memorandum sent to

“I’ln not satisfied with
that rate of progress
myself. They should...
try to incorporate issues
of cultural pluralism
into the curriculum.”

Bob Gish,
director of ethnic studies
Baker dated May 20, the “con
cerned students” requested that
a formal plan addressing multi
cultural issues be drafted and
prepared for them by the time
they arrive at his office today.
Copies of the memo were sent
to assemblymen Tom Hayden
and Robert J. Campbell, state
senators John Vasconcellos, Art
Tbrres and Gary Hart, and Cal

State University Chancellor
Barry Munitz.
In a background statement
sent along with the memo, stu
dents made a list of goals they
wanted to see accomplished,
some of which include:
• That the recruitment of staff,
faculty, and students of color be
come a priority, regardless of
budget cuts;
• That university grants be
awarded to every student of color
to compensate for the current
tuition increase, and not affect
financial aid status;
• That at least one ethnic studies
course be required as part of the
general education requirement;
• That ASI provide mandatory
multicultural training for all
members;
• That all hiring and dismissals
of faculty of color within the last
ten years be investigated by the
department of housing and
employment, or other such en
tities.
Hazel Scott, vice president for
student affairs, said Tuesday
that multicultural issues are “a
concern for all of us.”
“We’ve made strides,” she
said. “And we are working on
things we have yet to do.”
In fall, the Academic Senate
approved a resolution placing an
ethnic studies curriculum re
quirement in the 1994-1996
catalog. As -of then, all students
will need to take one course with
See RALLY, page 3

ET department head says study supports program
R ep o rt su g g e s ts ca m p u s retain
ta rg eted e n g in e e r in g m ajors
By Amy Hooper
Staff Writer

With the clock ticking, and
emotions running high at times,
Academic Senate members tried
to plow through a mammoth
agenda during Tuesday’s meet
ing.
Most of the time, the faculty
body d isc u sse d p ro p o sed
academic changes for the
1994-96 catalog and the pos
sibility of a bachelor of science
degree in psychology.
But the topic that generated
the most emotional statements
was the future of the engineering
technology department.
Kim Davis, engineering tech
nology department head, said his
department was not given a fair
shake when it was slated for
elimination on April 20,1992.
“We were given a notice of one
day that (the administration
was) going to eliminate the
program,” he said. “There was no
opportunity for feedback in that
decision-making process.”
As a member of the Engineer

ing Tbchnology and Electronic
Engineering Tbchnology Discon
tinuance Committee, Davis said
he saw no factual basis for the
administration’s decision to stop
allocating funds for the depart
ment.
The discontinuance committee
looked at information regarding
curriculum, students, alumni,
faculty, facilities, equipment,
costs and job placement. From
those facts the committee com
piled a report and made recom
mendations about the future of
the engineering technology
department.
Davis said the makeup of the
committee did not affect its
recommendation to retain both
the electronic engineering tech
nology and engineering technology/mechanical concentration
programs at Cal Poly.
“You might think, ‘Well,
there’s three people from ET on
that committee, so maybe the
report is slanted toward ET,’ ” he
said.
“We looked at this data very
objectively, even us from ET, be

cause we wanted to know for
sure the fact’s about our
program.
“The information that we
looked at really supports the
program. There was really noth
ing we could find that would sup
port the decision to eliminate the
program.
“I think our program has been
given an injustice. I understand
the budget constraints, ... and
we’re willing and prepared to
take our share of bucket cuts.

“(But) I don’t think laying off
our faculty ... and eliminating
our program is going to solve the
CSU budget problem.”
Fred Friedman, an engineer
ing technology professor and a
member of the discontinuance
committee, said Cal Poly Presi
dent Warren Baker based his
decision to eliminate ET on an
enrollment decline experienced
during a particular year.
“The committee looked at the
(enrollment) numbers for all the

departments within the College
of Engineering,” he said, “and
determined that engineering
technology is probably no better
or no worse than any other
program or department (there).
“As far as the enrollment
goes, ... there are two other
departments in the college ...
and several other departments
on this campus with smaller en
rollments than us.”
Friedman said when Vice
Sec SENATE, page 3

B.S. in psychology may be offered
By Chris Brandi
Staff Writer

While the budget situation is
creating chaos in most majors,
there is a bright spot in the
human development department.
Patrice Engle, head of the
department of human develop
ment, said she is hopeful that a
bachelor of science degree in
psychology will be offered in the
1994-96 catalog.
After the merger of the
psychology department and the

child and family development
department nine years ago, an
effort has been made to establish
a new psychology degree, Engle
said.
“We feel this is long overdue,”
she said. “Seventy percent of our
students are in favor of a psych
major. On the other hand, we
have a lot of dedicated faculty in
the human development area
that would like to continue their
program.”
According to Engle, the
Academic Senate will vote on the

proposal next Tuesday. If ap
proved, it will then go to a vote
at the Board of Trustees for the
CSU system sometime in Oc
tober.
According to the proposal, stu
dent interest in the field of
psychology has prompted the
department to pursue the new
major, which will offer a minor,
two concentrations and a
master’s degree.
The proposed program would
be a revision of the existing B.S.
in human development, which
See CHANGES, page 11
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White House investigates mishandling of travel office firings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Swamped by
controversy over the bungled firings of
seven travel office employees, an embar
rassed White House is opening an inter
nal investigation of how it mishandled the
situation.
And five of the fired workers have got
ten at least a temporary reprieve from the
ax.
“There’s nothing funny going on here,”
a frustrated President Clinton said Tues
day. However, he acknowledged: “I know
that there is a feeling ... that someone in
the White House may have done some
thing that was inappropriate or that
wasn’t quite handled right or something.”
The White House backed down on the
firings after a week of questions and

“ I had nothing to do with any decision, except to
save the taxpayers and the press money...That's all
I know.”
President Clinton
criticism that it tossed out the employees
to make room for its friends and create
travel business for Clinton’s pals. The of
fice’s main task is to make charter flight
arrangements for the White House press
corps.
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole
accused the administration of strong-ar
ming the FBI to justify the action. He

LTOTAL
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said the matter “takes you back to Water
gate.”
The president distanced himself from
the key decisions. He said he was not in
volved in the decision to get the FBI to
release a statement that a criminal inves
tigation of the office was warranted. And
he referred questions about the original
firings and Tliesday’s reversal to White

House chief of staff Mack McLarty.
“I had nothing to do with any decision
except to save the taxpayers and the
press money,” Clinton said. “That’s all I
know.”
The criticisms and second-guessing
darkened an already gloomy mood within
the White House after divisions among
Democrats about the president’s economic
program and ridicule of Clinton’s $200
haircut aboard a parked Air Force One.
“Obviously things didn’t go as we
would have liked them to have gone last
week,” White House spokesman George
Stephanopoulos said.
He acknowledged that the White
House erred by bypassing the Justice
Department and calling in an FBI official.

"Health is not a condition of matter,
but of mind..."
M ary Bilker Eddy
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LAST PRIORITY
ON C A P T U R E ?

W e teach you to
th in k yo u r w ay to
th e right answ er.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING

" T K e n stvtdiy ctt Ceti I^oly's S<wctrttorx T^ctezific:

CLASS SESSIONS with
expert teachers

Rctrtch foTT Spirirxg Ç^vcetirteTr

4-VOLUME SET of home
study books

General Education Courses

THE TRAINING LIBRARY:
scores of LSAT-style practice
tests and released LSATs
with right and wrong answers
explained; topical tests,
make-up classes

See W h a t O th e r

that are being offered through Distance Learning Technology:

Geography
Speech Communications
History
Poly Sci.

THE LSAT Test Run

308
202
315
370

S tude n ts h a v e to S a y

”S<UJcantcnn P a c ific is a n
in cred ib le p ia c e . T T ie

p H In aeddition you will get REAL
I
ranch experience with 6 units of
I
internship; room and b o a rd ore
I
FREE!
a n d .4 units in a new
exciting
A p p lie d
Resource
I
/sAanagement
Class( A G -X -4 5 0 )

TOTAL TRANSFERABILITY
between Centers
C L A S S E S B E G IN A T C A L P O L Y
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Come by the Kaplan Center
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GRADE

1

Bergman
Bilner
B o t t o m ley
Bower
Braun
Carpenter
Clark
Corcoran
Cremers
Cuevas
Elias
Fox
Fr e i t a s
Gabel
Gabrielson
Goodman
Gray
Gri k
Guerrero
H aa ke
Halderman
Hallford
Hamiter
Hanson
Harper
Harwin
Hatley
i Held

Andrea
Anne
Ali
Jenny
Krista
Brooke
Catherine
Kelsey
Courtney
Inna
Traci
Amy
Tessie
Jennie
Kristi
Robin
J enni f er
J enni f er
Danielle
Janine
Ch r i s t y
Susan
Jenni f er
Lori
Jenni f er
Ashleigh
Heather
J enni f er

KA0
Ad>
AXQ
AOn
AXQ
ZTA
Aon
Aon
ZTA
Aon
rd>B
Ad>
ZTA
KA0
ZTA
FfbB
r<t>B
Aon
rd>B
AXQ
IK
ZTA
Aon
KA0
KA0
IK
DbB
AXQ

1 9 9 3

i n t e r
Po i n t

Hewitt
Hofing
Hovis
Hughes
Jacobs
Jeter
Johnson
Johnson
Kahn
Ke i t h
Kelly
King
Kirkpatrick
K u e h nel
Labat
Long
Lo o k
Lynch
Martin
Mattos
Medolia
M ettes
Moons
Morrow
M urphine
Musscr
Nagai
Nederend

Av e r ag e
Heidi
Erica
Holly
Kelly
Erin
Anna
Melissa
Cindy
Allison
Belle
Kerrie
Kursten
Jeannie
Heather
Michelle
Jenni f er
Melanie
Heather
Tr ac y
Anne
Victoria
Michelle
Jacquie
Lori
Michelle
Jana
Judy
Shi r l ey

of

3.5
AXQ
r<bB
r<bB
ZI A
ZTA
KA0
Aori
AXQ
KA0
IK
IK
KA0
r<bB
A<b
IK
KA0
AXQ
KA0
KA0
AXQ
KA0
rd>B
AXQ
KA0
KA0
AXQ
KA0
IK

or

A bove

Nielsen
N u r i sso
Ol d s
Olson
Periera
Petersen
Phi l l i ps
Pi t t o ck
Portillo
Radler
Rag s d c l l
Ras h i d i
Rei d
Re y e s
Schoenfeld
Solomon
Standish
Swanson
Thompson
Travernas
T ravernas
Waas
Warner
Welcome
Westre
Wi l k e s
Woodruff

Tr acy
Angie
St acey
K irsten
Tammy
Tina
Chri st i ne
Michelle
Katie
Natalie
Richelle
Rachel
Kristen
Michelle
Stephanie
Chri st i ne
Pamel a
As hl ey
Suzi
Candace
Kristen
Jessica
Meg
St acey
Leah
Amy
Be v e r l y

ZTA
AXQ
KA0
IK
r<PB
r<i>B
KA0
IK
IK
DbB
Aon
AXQ
ZTA
AXQ
A<1>
AXQ
KA0
AOn
IK
r<PB
rd>B
A4>
r<PB
A<P
IK
IK
A<I>
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Poly pedal patrols City tunes cable competition
cover more ground N ew ordinance sets ground rules for contractors
By Shelly Karlson
Staff Writer

Next time you think about
ja 3walking late at night, think
twice — a bike cop may be
watching you.
Bike patrol is the latest form
of pohcing the campus and is the
result of several months of
research, planning, and testing
by Public Safety.
Friday night marked the in
augural date of the bike patrol
program — initially imple
mented for two years — which
includes evening and early morn
ing patrols by Sgt. Carol
Montgomery and OfBcer Richard
Lara four to five days a week.
Montgomery offered a list of
reasons for implementing the
bike patrols.
“TTie main reason we wanted
to do this is to increase public
relations with the students,”
Montgomery said. “We appear
less threatening on a bike.”
Bike patrols are becoming in
creasingly popular throughout
the country as they allow for
higher visibility and better
mobility in restricted areas.

“When I’m cruising along on
my bike, I can see and hear
things I couldn’t if I were in a
car,” Montgomery said. “It also
allows us to cover more ground
than foot patrol.”
Another reason for bike patrol
is to promote an alternate form
of transportation, Montgomery
said.
“We want the officers out of
the cars and onto the bikes,” she
said. “More students are likely to
approach an officer on a bike
than in a car.”
Budget cuts have limited the
number of officers riding bike
patrol, and Montgomery and
Lara often ride alone because of
time conflicts.
“We rotate bike patrols be
cause our shifts at work aren’t
the same,” Montgomery said. “It
works well because there is a lot
of crime, and both of us can
patrol on different nights.”
Montgomery believes this
program will succeed.
“We all are really excited
about this, and student response
seems to be positive,” she said.

By Len Arends
Staff Writer

The San Luis Obispo City
Council
on T u e s d a y
unanimously approved an
ordinance determ ining
compliance standards for Sonic
Cable and any other future
area cable systems.
Council member Allen Settle
said he was encouraged by the
language of the ordinance,
which allowed for other cable
systems to compete with Sonic,
which is presently the only
cable service in the city.
“I always like to see plural
when we’re talking about
(cable systems),” he said.
The ordinance outlined the
requirements for everything
from how a cable service can
apply for a franchise in the city
to how quickly that service
must answer a customer’s
phone call.
A staff report said one of the
goals of the ordinance was “to
insure that a level playing
fie ld ’ is offered to all
prospective franchise holders,”

The establishment of a
fran ch ise would include
g ain in g the exclusive
permission of the city to
operate a cable system.

It outlines the
requirements for
everything from
how a cable service
can apply for a
franchise in the
city to how quickly
that service must
answer a customer’s
phone call.

Mayor Peg Pinard said the
ordinance “sets the ground
rules” for how the city will deal
consistently with more than
one cable system in the city.
The service requirements

delineated in the
ordinance include:

cable

• A capacity in the cable
com pany’s phone service
sufficient to allow 95 percent of
customer calls to be answered
by the fourth ring;
• The maintenance of a 24hour emergency phone line,
including service during
holidays and on weekends.
• Installation of service to a
new subscriber within seven
days of a request;
• A readiness to respond to
a cable system outage within
two hours, or to inferior signal
problems within 48 hours.
In the same decision that
approved the ordinance, the
council also agreed to extend,
by one month, the franchise
agreement with Sonic Cable,
which was due to expire June
30 of this year. The franchise
w as e x t en d ed to as a
precaution against unforeseen
delays in negotiations between
the cable company and the city
for a new franchise contract,
according to the staff report.

SENATE

RALLY
From page 1

a multiethnic theme to count
toweird general education re
quirements.
Gish said one tenured faculty
position was filled for ethnic
studies this year, and he’s sear
ching for another person to fill a
second position next year. But he
said progress is still coming slow,
“There’s progress being made,
but when it comes to this issue,
too much is never enough.”
Scott said the administration
is “always willing to meet with
students,” but that Baker is un
able to meet at 11:30 a.m. today
due to a prior commitment and
will reschedule the meeting.
But the students said they
will march to Baker’s door
whether he is there or not.
“The rally is definite,” said

one student.
Organizers said anyone can
participate, regardless of their
ethnicity.
Another student also gave an
open invitation,
“The rally is not limited,” he
said. “If you want to know, show
up.”
This student also said peace
ful demonstrations can call at
tention to issues and avoid situa
tions of violence. He cited the
Los Angeles riots following the
Rodney King verdict and the
recent UCLA uprising in which
students staged a sit-in to
protest the lack of a campus
Chicano studies program as ex
amples.
“If you don’t want an L.A. to
happen, or a UCLA to happen,
then you need to address these

From page 1

President for Academic Affairs
Robert Koob was asked at a
meeting last year for the reason
ing behind the decision, Koob
responded that eliminating ET
would create “a minimum
amount of harm to the univer
sity,”
“And other than that, we’ve
been asking the same question
you just asked us,” Friedman
said.
Emotions flared when the
Senate discussed the Executive
Committee’s resolution, which
suggests that the faculty body
endorse the second recommenda
tion made in the discontinuance
committee’s report.
That recommendation out
lines a plan of action “if the ad
ministration chooses not to fol

low the above recommendation” resources management professor,
(to retain both programs).
vehemently disagreed with the
That plan specifies that:
power given to the administra
. current students be allowed tion in the resolution,
to take required technical classes
“This resolved (clause) gives
between fall quarter 1992 and up that right to the administra
spring quarter 1995;
tion to choose in which direction
• a registration plan for ET they need to move in,
students be created by June
“I’m appalled at that. I think
1993;
it’s a dastardly thing to put that
• faculty be helped in relocat type of words in here and give up
ing to other Cal Poly depart our right to review pre^am s.”
ments;
Vilkitis said Koob assured
• the program continue to him that recommendations con
meet accreditation standards by cerning the curriculum are
the Accreditation Board for En within the faculty’s jurisdiction,
gineering and Technology; and,
“That is our responsibility,”
• “in the case of future Vilkitis said. “This is where I get
program discontinuances, every
big rub on this.
effort should be made to review the“They
may be able to control
the program prior to announcing the budget,
but we control the
discontinuation.”
curriculum, and I don’t think we
James Vilkitis, a natural should give that up.”
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NO LEASE REQUIRED!
61 BROAD STREET APARTMENTS
OFFERS
MONTH-TO-MONTH CONTRACTS
FOR FALL 1993

We're changing. Why don't you?

UNITS START AT $675 PER MONTH!

•New Computer Room/Study Rooms*
•Weight Room*
•A Basketball Court*
•Heated Pool*
•On-Site Mini-Market*
*2 4 Hour Courtesy Staff*
•On Shuttle Route to Both Colleges*
•Planned Resident Activities*
•Convenient Laundry Facility*
»Watch This Space For Coming Attractions*

Wc offer Furnished and Unfuniished Two
Bedroom, One Bathroom AparuneiUs wiili
the ncxibilily of a monih-lo-monih contract
and Uie low prices of a long-lenn lea.se.
• Tennis Court
• On Cal Poly Shuttle Route
• Computer Study Room
• Ample Parking

Heated Pool
Mircowaves in Every Unit
Weight Room
Laundry Facilities

• • A ll U tiltie s In c lu d e d •

STOP BY TO PICK OUT YOUR UNIT TODAY!
Model Open Daily 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
61 BROAD STREET APARTMENTS
61 N. Broad Sired
San Luis Obispo, CA
(Behind Lueky's on Foothill)

(805) 544-7772

1 Mustang Drive • San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 • (805)547-9091
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Cal Poly will make the effort - and succeed

It is late in the academic year, and, as in past years,
we are faced again with uncertainty about the level of
funding we will have to operate the university when July
1 rolls around. Students are rightfully concerned because
they have no idea what their fees might be next year, and
we have already made commitments to accept new stu
dents into the University this fall. This is certainly not the
way you would choose to run a university, yet we have to
do our best to keep the university moving forward, to
convince our elected representatives and the public that
higher education is a vital public investment that, if
neglected for too long, will most certainly have a long
term negative impact on our society.
To give you some perspective on the magnitude of the

books and equipment.
With fee increases adopted by the Board of Trustees,
By W arren J. B aker
fees within the CSU are still comparatively low. For the
current year, the California State University Fee is $ 1,456.
problems we face, consider the following: Cal Poly’s net base The fee at CSU comparable public institutions nationally
General Fund budget for the current year is $92.7 million. By is $2,493. At the University of California, it is $3,044, and
comparison, in 1986-87, the budget was $86.5 million, and the averageof 15 private California institutions is $14,000.
grew to $105.6 million in 1990-91. The amount proposed in
The plan also clearly states that an enrollment level
the Governor's Budget for 1993-94,- combined with the beyond that identified in the Trustee's budget which is
university's share of mandatory cost increases, reduced the lower than this year's enrollment can occur only if the
budget back to a level of $86.5 - the same as it was in 1986- state General Fund appropriation to the CSU is in
87
Perhaps more significant to the campus community, creased. In other words, the plan is intended to improve
and particularly to the students, is to review the campus the quality of education for a student body that is smaller
than the capacity of the
expenditure budget, because
campuses and consider
it includes revenue from fees
ably smaller than it would
and reimbursements. For
On
our
cam
pus,
we
can
see
the
be
if we were meeting our
these same three years, the
obligations
to students
expenditure budget included
toll this lack of state support for higher
under
the
policies
embed
$9.5 million in 1990-91, and
education is taking. At the same time,
ded in the California Mas
an estimated $19.5 million
ter Plan for Higher Edu
our
faculty
and
staff
are
engaged
in
an
this year.
cation.
Under the current bud
enorm ous effort to retain our quality
On our campus, we
get planning scenario for
and
help
the
students
meet
their
educa
can
see
the toll this lack of
1993-94, the State Univer
state support for higher
tional goals. How else do you explain
sity fee income to Cal Poly
education is taking. At the
will go down because of a
the rise in average units taken by
same time, our faculty and
reduced level of enrollment.
students,
the
increase
in
non-state
staff are engaged in an
I present the budget infor
enormous effort to retain
mation in this way because
support for our programs, and the
our quality and help the
the key element in all of this
continued outside recognition...
students meet their edurelates to student access in
cational goals. How else
terms of new students who _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
do you explain the rise in
wish to enroll at Cal Poly, as
average
units
taken
by
students,
the increase in non-state
well as for current students who want to obtain the classes
support
for
our
programs,
and
the continued outside
they need to make progress toward graduation.
The Trustees have adopted a predictable fee plan called recognition achieved by our academic programs and stu
dents? We won't just stand by and wring our hands over
Policies for Pricing and Strategies for Paving that will:
this dismal funding problem. The faculty, staff and stu
* Increase the percentage of the cost of education to approxi dents are actively engaged in committees and task forces
mately one-third paid by students and two-thirds paid by the studying exciting new ventures for Cal Poly that can give
us more control over our destiny and allow us to apply our
state, phased in over three years.
talent to improve our quality. Our challenge is great, but
* Remove legal barriers to the use of fee revenue to improve our human resources and the institution will rise above
these difficult times.
instruction.
* Increase both CSU-provided financial aid and Cal Grant
funds to cover more students.
* Use the majority of new fee revenue for instructional
improvements such as added course sections, new library

L E T T E R S T O T H E E D IT O R

C learing up m isun derstan din gs
I want to take this opportunity to clear up some
misunderstandings about me. I am not a redneck; in fact, I am
Mexican-American. Also, I do not fit the definition of a bigot.
My view of the homo/bisexual community is my opinion, and if
your opinion differs, then fine. I don’t expect everyone to agree
with me.
I think it was Joy de Graaf, the Vice President of the
G.L.B.U., who mentioned something about the suicide rate of
homo/bisexuals being much higher than heterosexuals.
Paul Lancaster
Aeronautical Engineering

Warren J. Baker
Warren Baker is President of Cal Poly.

CRISIS PERSPECTIVES
A look into the California educational budget's decision-making process.

Tuesday: Cal Poly professor Donald Lazere gives

insight into the faculty state o f mind concerning educa
tional budgeting.
Wednesday: Former California Superintendent of
Education Bill Honig urges students to value their
educations by inaking the necessary sacrifices.
Today: Cal Poly President Warren Baker warns of a
rough road ahead for students.
Friday: CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz expresses hope
for the future.

Letters P olicy
Letters to the editor should
be typed, less than 250
words and include the
author's nante, phone
number and major or
occupation. Because of space
limitations, shorter letters have
a better chance of appearing in
Mustang Daily.
Letters may be edited for
length and clarity. Submission
does not insure publication.
Letters should be turned in to
the letters box in the Mustang
Daily office, Graphic Arts
Building, room 226, or by
electronic mail to address
bbailey@trumpet.calpoly.edu.
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Disabled students head to France for 'art' project
By Lisa Iruguin
Staff Writer

Smiles fill the University
Union Galerie as a press con
ference is about to begin. The
Galerie director and a Cal Poly
professor are waiting for three
disabled students to announce
their upcoming trip to France.
Cal Poly s t u d e n t Erik
Steinhauer comes over to spreak
before the conference starts. It’s
hard to notice that the 20-yearold construction management
junior with blond hair and blue
eyes is deaf until he is intro
duced as one of the students
headed to Prance.
Cal Poly student Benny Smith
quietly appears with wife
Miriam on his arm. The 42-yearold African-American psychology
and human development senior
collapses the stick he uses to
walk with, and waits for the
meeting to begin.
Cuesta student Danielle Con
way is the last to appear with
her parents, Roger and Lucille.
The first thing one notices is not
the wheelchair she sits in be
cause of cerebral palsy. The
smile on her face from ear to ear,
and the bright brown eyes that
are seen beyond the eyeglasses
are what catches the eye.
The three college students,
along with University Union
Galerie Director Jeanne LaBarbera and landscap>e architecture
professor Gary Dwyer, are
headed to the gardens of impres
sionist Claude Monet in Givemy,
France, in June.
For 10 days, the students will

explore how they react to the
gardens and ways they can gain
more enjoyment from them.
The trip is the result of a com
petition involving projects from
all over the world. LaBarbera
said the Lila Wallace-Reader’s
D igest I n t er n at i o n al Arts
Prc^am chose the Cal Poly
project out of more than 300 ap
plicants for its originality in the
way it proposes to integrate the
arts into the lives of the physical
ly impaired.
Dwyer and L a B a r b e r a
received a grant of almost
$19,000 for their proposal to find
out how gardens could be made
more accessible and enjoyable for
the disabled.
LaBarbera said the project
has local support, as well as na
tional support from companies
such as American Airlines,
American Eagle Airlines and
Hind Sportswear.
Film and television actress
Marlee Maitlin, who is deaf, has
personally endorsed the project,
as well as blind music superstar
Stevie Wonder.
In addition to accompanying
the students, Dwyer said he also
will spend a four-month residen
cy at Giverny developing ways to
design fully accessible gardens.
“I want to learn from (the stu
dents)... where their wonder
ments are, where they feel com
plexities are,” he said.
When asked what the stu
dents hoped to find in the gar
den, Steinhauer said he feels the
Monet garden is a special place,
one where he can gain some ex
perience (in his major).

■M
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T h e s tu d e n ts w ill b e p a rt o f a p ro je c t on h o w g a rd e n s can bo m a d e m o re a c c e s s ib le fo r th e d is a b le d .

“My dad is more of a fanatic
about flowers, but now I have the
chance to go overseas and ex
perience (the Monet gardens),”
he said.
Conway said she has always
loved the outdoors, and even has
her own garden.
“I’ll be right in my element
there,” she said. “My mother’s

heritage is in France and I hope
not only to find a part of my
heritage, but find out about
myself as well.
“I want to appreciate and see
new things, and I’m just looking
forward to having the time of my
life.”
Martin said he is looking for
ward to gaining different
perspectives from the other dis

abled students.
“I want to ‘see’ how Erik sees
things by how he expresses him
self, since he is deaf,” he said. “I
want to grasp how Danielle can
do things as well.”
Within the next 16 months,
LaBarbera will stage an exhibit
in the Galerie to display Dwyer’s
drawings, photographs and
proposals.

Children's M useum a pleasant surprise for all ages
By Nicole Medgin
Staff Writer

Tucked away in a little comer
of downtown San Luis Obispo is
a place so cheerful and innocent,
people will find themselves lost
in the delightfulness of it. It is a
place were laughter and in
nocence is never lost and happi
ness is always prominent.

The place is the San Luis
Obispo Children’s Museum.
Walking into the museum is
like entering a world made by
children. Everything is a minia
ture version of the world adults
live in, but this world is always
fun and carefree.
Children are able to explore
real life situations of the adult
world in interesting ways. Sub-

jects that would normally bore
children are presented in a way
that allows them to touch and
learn in an enjoyable manner.
The children don’t even know
they are actually learning be
cause they are so engrossed with
each exciting activity.
There are many different ex
hibits, but some were surprising
ly crowded, such as the aviation
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T h e m u s e u m h as a v a rie ty o f e x h ib its such as th e a v ia tio n a re a , th e s c h o o l ro o m an d th e living ca m e ra .

area, the school room from the
1900s and the living camera.
The aviation area has pictures
and stories of aviation history
and facts about some of the fan
tastic explorations in space.
There is “cockpit” where
children can pretend to steer a
space ship. Out one side of the
“ship” is a moonwalk where it is
possible to imagine what it
would be like to set foot on the
moon.
Surprisingly, many children
were playing in the school room.
Some were students sitting at
desks and others were playing
teacher, writing on the chalk
board and giving lessons. It
looked just like a real school
room, but smaller, and the
children seemed much happier to
be there.
Zack Shaw, a boy who seemed
thrilled with the display, ex
plained why it was so popular.
“It is fun to be able learn what
we want and when,” he said. “It
is cool to pretend that we are in
charge too.”
The living camera was espe
cially interesting to both the
adults and the children who were
observing it. It consists of a dark
room with plain walls. People
stand inside the room and a flaih
goes off. The flash takes a pic
ture of a person’s shadow and
prints it on the wall.
A little girl who remained in
the “camera” for quite a while
said, “It’s funny when you make
a weird shape with your body
and then see it on the wall. I like
that.”
The museum has many fea

tures to keep children wanting to
come back for more. Each month
there is a special theme the
museum focuses on.
“Last February was media
month,” said Kelly Haley, an
employee at the museum and a
liberal studies junior at Cal Poly.
“We had guest speakers like
Sharon Graves, and various lec
tures so the children can learn
about it (media).”

"It's funny when you
make a weird shape
with your body and
then see it on the
wall. I like that."
Y oung o b serv er at
the liv in g cam era
Next month’s theme is “pets.”
According to the museum
brochure, there will be a stuffed
animal fashion show and a
veterinarian who will visit to
talk about experiences on the job
and special care of animals.
Other features the museum
offers are birthday parties,
school and other group tours, a
gift shop and various events
throughout the year.
This may not sound like a
place most college students
would care to visit. But after
taking a trip to the museum,
many will be p l e a s a n t l y
surprised with the way the in
nocence and carefree attitudes of
a child can come back.
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Student form s clay into ^functionar shapes of art
By Klayne S. Takemoto
Staff Writer_______________________

Mike Taniguchi has respect
for simple things. His unwaver
ing hand shapes the smooth
cylinder of clay as he finishes
crafting what will eventually be
a teapot spout.
Swiveling around on a stool
he shifts his attention away from
the pottery wheel and tries to
sum up the style of his work.
“It’s definitely traditional ... I
like simple forms and nice, con
tinuous curves,” he decides.
Subtle and fluid, a sampling
of Taniguchi’s ceramic pieces is
on exhibit at the Ten Directions
Gallery in Los Osos.
Another “family” of red pots
and vases are being displayed at
the Hands Gallery on Higuera
Street.
Comfortably hunched over a
clay-spattered wheel, it seems

unlikely that the 22-year-old Cal
Poly biology junior has only been
practicing his craft for 2 ^>2
years.
Bom and raised about five
miles out of Waikiki, Hawaii,
Taniguchi was first exposed to
pottery in high school.
“A lot of my good fnends did
raku, but I never got into it for
some reason,” he said.
He first ventured into
ceramics after coming to Cal Poly
on a wrestling scholarship.
Now, instead of the tradition
al Japanese raku, where red hot
pieces are taken from kilns and
fired in pits, Thniguchi prefers
ceramics fired and glazed in
oven-like kilns.
In an offhand manner, he
mentions a recent $500 ceramic
scholarship he won from the
Morro Bay Art Association. Sub
mitting several samples, his
were chosen from several Cal

CARI LaZANSKY/Mustang Daily
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Poly and Cuesta College entries.
He dedicates six days out of
the week to “throwing” in the art
department ceramic studio.
“I like to throw at night when
everyone’s gone and it’s nice and
quiet,” he said.
W’orking with the department
in an informal work-study
program, Taniguchi fires student
ceramic pieces and mixes glazes
in exchange for free reign over
the studio. This gives him an op
portunity to experiment with
mixing different colored glazes
from the recipes he finds in
ceramic books and magazines.
“There are so many things I’d
like to do,” he says as he ener
getically runs around the studio
showing sketches of his ideas.
Next on his list of projects are
bongos made by pulling a drum
skin taut over a hand-thrown
ceramic base. Other ideas in
clude a series of large, mounted
platters shaped and brightly
glazed in reds to depict the
phases of the moon.
Though his concepts are
sometimes complex, he wants to
avoid creating “artsy” show
pieces.
“I experiment but I don’t go
too far,” he said. “I have some
thing with that artsy thing — I
don’t like it.”
Inspiration lies around every
corner for Taniguchi. Sushi bars,
for example, are a great source of
ideas, he says. The individual lit
tle dishes and bowls that the ap
petizers are served in are simple,
basic and perfectly functional.
“Everything is packaged real
ly cool,” he said. Appealing
presentation and packaging is
the key element that enhances a
meal.
Carrying this simplicity and
perfection of form into his
ceramic pieces, Taniguchi began
to explore the possibilities of
functional dishware.
“Rather than making in
dividual pieces I started thinking

CARI LaZANSKY/Mustang Dally

Taniguchi began working with ceramics when he came to C al Poly.

about how I could make whole
families of stuff,” he said.
After creating a set of dishes
for the director of the University
Art Gallery, he began to experi
ment by making different sized
plates, bowls, platters, tumblers,
teapots, cups and saucers.
“It’s got to look good and it’s
got to be functional,” he insists,
although the pieces don’t neces
sarily have to be the same color
or sizes.
Despite his self-described ob
sessiveness with practicality and
control, Tamguchi says throwing

teapots and vases are his pas
sion.
“I love making vases,” he said.
“It’s not really a practical vase,
it’s pure form basically.”
He glazes the large egg
shaped vases in one of his two
favorite hues: deep red or
celydon, a jade green.
Energetic and focused, it
seems that Thniguchi could be
satisfied with honing his potter’s
skills to perfection. But for him,
there’s more to life than pottery.
“My next goal in life is to
learn to play music,” he said.

Complaints force Coffee M erchant to end live music
By Nicole Medgin
Staff Writer

Students used to going
downtown to the Coffee Mer
chant to hear some of their
favorite local bands over a cup of
hot coffee will have to find a new
hangout.
The Coffee Merchant is still
selling steaming cups of java, but
the outdoor tables have been
brought inside and the live music
has been turned off.
“(The musical entertainment)
was canceled because of
problems with the landlord,” one
employee said.

“We never had a written
agreement about live bands play
ing here; it was just a verbal
agreement. I guess after a couple
years he changed his mind.”
According to landlord John
Rossetti, the decision was not so
simple.
“The shop was never intended
to be used for entertainment,”
Rossetti said. “It was something
the tenants decided to engage in.
I told them we could try it, but
they had to keep in mind that
this is a professional office which
was never intended for live
entertainment.”
Rossetti said he decided the

“We had numerous meetings
live music wasn’t working after
complaints from neighboring when I told the manager(s) that
businesses about noise and if they didn’t take responsibility
property damage.
for controlling and cleaning up
“The bands were attracting after the crowds, that we’d have
larger crowds,” he said. “People to stop the bands from playing,”
were drinking and began urinat he said.
“It became obvious that they
ing — among other unmen
tionable things — on the sur couldn’t control it — it was a
failure on management’s part, so
rounding properties.
“They ended up sleeping in I put an end to it.
“The bottom line is that I (and
the back (of the buildings) and on
doorsteps. There was graffiti on neighbors) got tired of cleaning
the walls and the bathrooms and preparing the building.”
Rossetti said he felt that if he
were being destroyed.”
Rossetti said he does not put had not put an end to the loud
all the blame on the customers, music, someone else would have.
however.
“I am not ‘tattling’ on them.

College Book Company Presents

but the tenants never got per
mission from the city or fire
department to have live bands,”
Rossetti said. “Sooner or later,
(the city and fire department)
would have realized that they
had never been told.”
According to an employee, the
shop has lost some business be
cause of the change.
“We’ve lost a little business
(since the bands were canceled)
because people would come in to
hear the music and they had to
buy at least a cup of coffee,” she
said. “The music attracted more
customers, so without it there
are less people coming in.”

Be
Som ebody

special
In front of El Corral Bookstore
June 7-11, 8:00am-4:00pm
On the lawn near Engr. West
June 7-11, 8:30am-3:30pm
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Be a Mustang Daily
or Summer Mustang
Staffer!
Mustang Daily and Summer
Mustang are looking for staff
members for Summer Quarter
and the '93-'94 school year.
Various positions are avail
able, even paid ones. Mandat
tory meeting Friday. 11 a.m.
in Graphic Arts rm. 226.

Interested? Call Ed or John at:

756-1796
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Be A KCPR D.J

Show mixes camera and computer
Two art and design seniors
combined photography and
computer design to come up
with “Mind’s Eye,” a photog
raphy exhibit that will be dis
played through June 4 in the

By Kristi Rampoldi
Staff Writer-------------------

A mix of art and technology
are gracing the walls of the
Photo Option Gallery.
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gallery at the Kennedy Library,
The exhibit contains 12
photographs in which two dif
ferent photographs were com
bined through the aid of photo
shop, a computer program.
Kirstin Moser handled the
photographic element of the ex
hibit. Steve Markovich then
combined the photographs
through the computer program
and added design elements.
All the photographs mix
people with textural qualities.
“We feel it’s something dif
ferent, because it’s combining
the work of a photographer and
designer while manipulating
the photo with the computer,”
Moser said.
Moser said the computer
was used as a tool to combine
the efforts. She added that
multiple exposures could have
been used to get the double
image effect, but it was easier
to combine the photographs
with the computer.
Moser sa i d she an d
Markovich did the exhibit for
themselves. “There’s no deep
meaning,” she said. “It’s basi
cally art for art’s sake.”
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all majors
are welcome

.

Come to the information meeting Wednesday, June 23rd
at 6:30 pm.Stop by Graphic Arts 201 or call 756-KCPR
on the day of meeting for room location.
Must be a Cal Poly student with at least a 2.0 g.p.a.
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The Photo O ption G allery
lo ca ted on the first flo o r
o f the K ennedy L ib ra ry a n d
is open d u r in g r e g u la r
lib ra ry hours.
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One song from Japan, entitled
“Sakura,” is about the flowering
of Japan’s national flower, the
cherry blossom.
Davies said many of the
program’s songs will be about na
tional flowers, nature and love
songs.
“These ballads are beautiful
music,” he said.
The annual spring concert is

"It will be a concert of
music that shows that
there is beauty from all
over this world."
Thomas Davies
Program conductor
composed of four Cal Poly choirs,
with 130 members total. They in
clude the Men’s Chorus, the
Women’s Chorus, the University

Singers and the PolyPhonics,
Davies said the choirs have all
worked very hard to prepare for
this concert and expects they will
“preform beautifully.”
“It’s going to be an exciting
evening of unique music and
dance from sources which our
repertoire does not usually in
clude,” he added.
Davies said he expects 1,000
people to attend the performan
ces, Each performance will last
one hour and forty-five minutes.
**An E vening o f P acific R im
a n d L atin Music** w ill ta k e
p la c e a t 8 p.nu in the C al Poly
Theatre. Tickets are $7.50 fo r
g en e ra l adm ission a n d $4.50
fo r s tu d e n ts a n d sen io rs.
T ickets m ay be pu rch a a ed a t
the J u lia n McPhee S tu d en t
Union Box Office a n d th e C al
Poly T h eater Box Office. For
reservation s, c a ll 756-1421.
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Choirs hold multicultural concert
Cal Poly will host a weekend
of music and dance from around
the world, with the Cal Poly
Choirs presenting “An Evening
of Pacific Rim and Latin Music”
this Friday and Saturday night.
The groups will be accom
panied by El Ballet Folklórico de
Cal Poly performing dances na
tive to Mexico.
“It will be a concert of music
that shows that there is beauty
from all over this world,” said
Thomas Davies, a music profes
sor and the conductor of the
program.
The multicultural concert will
feature music from an array of
countries, including Costa Rica,
Ecuador, Indonesia, Trinidad,
Cuba, Columbia, Brazil, Korea,
China and Japan.
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A c o m p u te r w a s used to c o m b in e th e p h o to s w ith te x tu ra i im ag es .

By Laura Bloner
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L ig h ten in g Y our B u rd en s
T h is Sum m er?
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Pays CASH

for Quality Used Glothes!
Buying times: Tues 10^2
Wed 10^2
or Call for an appointment: 544'5611
8 8 8 M O N T E R E Y • S A N L U IS O B IS P O

JOB D E SC R IP T IO N
Assistant Asset Manager/Jr. Asset Manager
Small but aggressive asset management com pany is looking for a 1993 business
graduate either in accounting, finance, a n d /o r real estate m anagem ent for position
as an Assistant Asset M a n a g e r in San Luis O bispo. Know ledge of W ord Perfect,
accounting software, and Lotus required.
Job a p p lic a n t must be able and w illin g to take on increased responsibilities for
specific properties and business entities which w ill be assigned to them. The areas
of responsibility w ill include but not be limited to the follo w in g:

Amazing W h a t^
Dorm Room Will Hold..
Now how are you going to get it aii home?
We'll pack up all the necessities of
campus life and ship them to and
from school, quickly and safely.

^

PLEASE RESPOND BY RESUME ONLY TO:

Free Estimates

Call 546-8872

Laguna Village Center

•Financial statement generation and analysis, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, banking, cash flow, financing, projections, and possibly
acquisition/disposition functions. Correspondence and general office duties are
also required.
• Confidentiality, ability to work independently as well as being a part of a team,
professionalism, and some travel a must.
•S a la ry plus year end bonus based upon performance, health benefit and vacation
package included.

CS^TBBOr A M B K A

Asset Manager
RO. Box 13359
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406

Coast Valley
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Punk comes to SLO

KCPR TOMO ALBUMS
week ending 5/23/93

1. Freestyle Fellowship

ing on the show. “We just want
to break-even,” he said.

By Kelly (ììlliani
Staff Writer

Arby, who has dyed his hair
One KCF*R disc jockey’s several
different colors over the
dream to bring back punk years, said
he is in search of
music is becoming reality this something new
for SLO music
Sunday when T.A.’s Cantina fans.
will host a punk rock concert
from 4 p.m. to midnight.
“I am bored with the music
“I’m putting on the show in in San Luis, and it’s about time
an attempt to revitalize the we brought punk back to this
punk scene in San Luis,” said city,” he said.
disc jockey Arby Bottrell.
Arby hosts a punk show on
The entertainment at the
Cantina will be provided by KCPR Saturday nights from 6
four popular punk rock bands. to 8 p.m.
Local bands Jungle Fish and
“I live punk,” he said. “It’s
Impact will play along with the only place I can be myself.”
Rugburn and 111 Repute. Im
pact has performed in San Luis
Music listeners can get a
Obispo in the past.
preview of Sunday night’s con
Arby said the punk rock cert this Saturday on KCPR.
bash costs $4 for the public. Jungle Fish will be playing live
He doesn’t want to make a kill on Arby’s show.

By Annie Brinan

Treat your ears to the newest
electronic and experi.nental
music as composed by fellow stu
dents.
Cal Poly’s advanced music
synthesis class will be perform
ing original compositions ranging
from the melodic to the dissonant
in a 90-minute show scheduled
for Thursday, June 3.
All of the students in the class
are participating as either per
formers, composers or engineers.
Professor Antonio Barata also
will be performing one of his
original pieces.

2. P.J. Harvey
"Rid o f Me"

3. Bazooka
"Perfectly Square "

4. Sehadoh
"Rubble (Si Scrape"

5. Mipnster Magnet
"Superjud^e"

6. M adder Rose
"Bring It Down"

7. Primus
"Pork Soda"
"Susperia "

9. Buick

□ Loco Ranchero presents an
18 and over K-Bear, Bear’s
Night Out.
Ü Tio Alberto’s Cantina
presents Davidsong.
□ Liquid Idiots play at SLO
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover.

Ü Loco Ranchero presents
Disco Inferno Dance Party.
□ Linnaea’s Cafe presents
Bob and Wendy at 8 p.m.
□ Tio Alberto’s Cantina fea
tures Mahèm.
□ SLO Brewing Co. presents
The Skydogs at 9:30 p.m. for a
$3 cover.

Sunday, m ay 30
friday, m ay 28
□ Linnaea’s Cafe features
The Snap City Rhythm Breeze
at 8 p.m.

□ Loco Ranchero presents
Citrus Groove with The Din
Pedals and Greta in an 18 &
over KCPR benefit concert at 8
p.m.

□ Brian Hughes performs at
Embassy Suites Hotel at 8
p.m.

□ Mr. Rick’s presents Nothing
New and Roadhouse Rockers
starting at 4 p.m.

□ Skonie’s in Los Osos
presents Midnight Rider at 9
p.m.

□ SLO Brewing Co. features
Cardiff Reefers at 9 p.m. for a
$5 cover charge.

□ Mr. Rick’s presents Road
Dogs at 9 p.m.

□ The Chodes play at Lin
naea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.

□ Dirty Angels play at SLO
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover.

monday, m ay 31

"Sweatertongue "

10. Veh)city (iirl
"Copace tic"

LOOKING FOR A NICE PLACE TO UVE,
CLOSE TO POLV, TH A ÏS AFFORDABLE?
W e have it! Com fortable 2 , 3 or 4 person apartments with
school year leases. Rents starting at $ 6 5 0 .0 0 per month.
Call 5 4 3 -6 8 1 9
for information and viewing.

320 KENTUCKY STREET

□ B ackstage Pizza presents
Itchy McGuirk at noon.

8. M iranda Sex (>arden

The class has worked all
In the past, the advanced
quarter composing and engineer music synthesis class has
ing their music. The concert is produced a compact disc of their
their final project and part of pieces, but this quarter there
their class grade.
were not enough people enrolled
The class consists of music in the class to make a compila
majors and minors as well as tion of their efforts cost effective.
non-music majors.
The class decided on a free
The general theme of the con
concert
because they want their
cert is to explore the diversity of
music
to be accessible to
electro-acoustic music and the
everyone.
They would like to
compositional process. It will be
a mixture of live and recorded show San Luis Obisp>o what tech
nology can do.
music.
The concert will be both
The con cert w ill be h e ld a t
audibly and visually appealing,
with props and lighting along 8 p.nu, in room 218 in the H,
with the music to accentuate the P. D avidson M usic Center,
w ith refresh m ents to follow .
pieces.

COLLEGE CHALET

Road Dogs at 9 p.m.

thiirsday, m ay 27

"Innercity Griots"

Students give free music show
Staff Writer

CALENDAR

BOND STREET APTS.
1239 BOND ST R EE T

UNIVERSITY GARDENS
766 BOYSEN AVENUE

T h a n k y o u !! !

□ Tio Alberto’s Cantina fea
tures Black Mayo and Native
Sky.

□ Mr. Rick’s presents the
Road Dogs at 9 p.m.

tuesday, june 1

Saturday, m ay 29
□ Skonie’s in Los Osos
presents Permanent Passion at
9 p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s features the

M O U N T A I N

□ Mr. Rick’s presents the Bar
Sharks at 9 p.m.
□ B ackstage Pizza presents
Jill Knight at noon.
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S P O R T S

M e m o r ia l D a v
S p e c ia l s
Hiking Boot
Speciai

Therma Rest
Ground Pads
Irregulars
Reg. NOW
3/4 Length 47 50 37.88
Std. Length 63 00 49.88
Camp Rest 80 00 63.88

Buy a pair of boots and
get a FREE pair of
Thorlo Light Trekking
Socks

North Face Down Sleeping Bags
Trilite, reg size(5°) Reg $305 Now $249.88
long size slightly higher

Kelty Castle Rock Camping Tents
Size 9x9
Size 10x10

Reg
360
425

Now
288.88
339.88

----------------Rain Wear —- —
Woolrich Ultrex Jacket
North Face Hydroseal Jacket
North Face Hydroseal Pants
North Face Cortex Stowaway Jackets
North Face Cortex Stowaway Pants

Now
72.88
62.88
41.88
148.88
120.88

stowaway in navy blue only

Spectacle '93 was a great success... thanks to all the student hosts, faculty and
staff members who volunteered their time for this event! We hope you had
a great time and we look forward to seeing you next year at Spectacle '94!

A special thanks to those clubs that participated:
C h ic a n o

C om m en cem en t
M E C hA

H.C.O.P. S ociety
Sigma Phi Epsilon

S ociety o f H ispanic P rofession als Engineers
V ietn am ese Student A sso cia tio n
W.O.W
S ociety o f B lack Engineers and Scientists

San Luis Obispo
667 Marsh St.
543-1676
PlenlyolFree Parking
Comer ol Marsh 4 Brciad
Hours M-Sal 10-6
Thurs 10-8, Sun 11-4

Zi
M O U N T A IN A IR

SPORTS

Santa Barbara
14 state Street
962-0049
Al Ihe Beach • Free Parking
Hours M-Th 10-6
FrilO-8
Sal 4 Sun 10-6

'(Í

V^T'CH^AXe

INC.

G R A 1 \ D O P E ] \ lI\ G

1%

mobile bike repair

FREE PICK UP
AND DELIVERY
IN SLO

EVERYTHING(except surfboards )

481 -1880
AVOID THE WAIT AND THE HASSLE OF
TRANSPORTING YOUR BIKE TO THE SHOP
WE ARE FULLY EQUIPED TO MEET ALL YOUR
REPAIR NEEDS

'

M AY 27TH TH R L 31ST
COME SEE OUR

736 HIGUERA, DOWNTOWN, SLO

o rn r# » ri
grocery^

5 4 1 -1 1 2 9

ihe m o v e r s t h e shakers.
the sandwich makers

The Best Deli Sandwiches in Town!
Homemade Salads • Groceries • Party
Platters • 3 -1 0 ft. Sandwiches
Broasted Chicken • Mojo Potatoes

HAPPY HOUR DAILY!

1 6 3 8 O sos S t., SLO • 5 4 3 - 8 6 8 4
Mustang Daily Coupdns

S v v i f S/IOZL
BIGGER AND BETTER

THAN EVER

| e x p . 6 /3 /9 3

2 Chicken Enchildas
and 20 oz. Soda

go

RIC^

WHOOPI GOLDBERG

M ADEIN/I

1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo 543-8684
N ow Filling Up
for Fall '93-'94

TED DANSON

At the sperm-bank,
she asked for
a tall, intelligent, black man.
One out of fhree ain'f bad.

V aJeneia

Newly refurbished units
on a first come basis.

E N J O Y A STR ESS FREE SUMMER
• COMPUTER/STUDY CENTER
• 7 0 ’ BIG SCREEN IN REC ROOM
•NAUTILUS WEIGHT ROOM
• HEATED SWIMMING POOL
• LAUNDRY FACILITIES
•O N C ITY BUSLINE
• 1 0 OR 12 MONTH LEASES
• NEXT TO LUCKY'S
SHOPPING CENTER
• COVERED PARKING AVAILABLE
•FRIENDLY STAFF

• Group Rates $270/p erso n
• 3 B evo o m , 1.5 Bath
Town Houses
• Private Bedrooms
• M iaow aves
• Cleaiv updated,
Wei maintained

wioi
ISOimSiEiWNSOI

TOUR HOURS:
M-F 9am - 8pm
Sat and Sun 10-6

FOR PRICES, QUALITY & PRIVACY WE CAN'T BE MATCHEDI
Under new management and ownership

SSSMMOIMDRIVE• SANLUISOBISPO,CA93405

liijiM
iUttUntXiliiBM
(IrtmbciNt,UttttmAtbi
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STARTS MAY 28TH EVERYWHERE

Design a Logo for Cal Poly's Staff Council
and Win $50!

Woodside

Send your entry to the Staff Council Mail
Drop by June 15th.
Call x26l6 for more information.

★ U.KIMiSI'liYOm^
VS. TO R O N TO
AT GREAT WESTERN FORUM
THURSDAY

PRIVATE ROOMS starting Irom $2751 Lowest prices since
the mid-'SO’st Now accepting applications for the 199394 academic year We offer 10 and ) 2 month leases in
three and four bedroom furnished or unfurnished apart
ments. Private looms on individual and group leases
are available m split and flat level apartments. Per
sonalized roommate matching on individual leases, or
put your own group together and sign one lease
Woodside offers a quiet, studious environment for the
serious student Five minute walk to Cal Poly, free
hourly bus seivice to Cuosta and close to shopping.
Call for more information or stop by tor a tour today!

549-0304
L § ^ A L A M

a

• SPACE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
• OPEN: MON-SAT 7am-7pm
SUN 9am-5pm
• LOCKS AND BOXES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
• MANAGER ON DUTY
• LIGHTED, FENCED AND PAVED
• OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

200 N. Santa t a (al F o o l i ' S W

Go Ahead! Spring For A
Woodstock’s,
Pizza!

CHECK OUT OUR 3 MONTH
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
645 Tank Farm Road, San Luis Obispo 541-1433

Parents
coming to
help you
move home?

MAY SPECIAL!

$Q99

12" tw o -to p p in g pizza and
large sa la d ................................

We Have
Slices!!
J7

$ 1

From

am- 4 pm god
pm- 1 2 0 m

1 1
8

M on,-W eds.
8pm -1pm
1 / 2 price
on to p drinksi

IW

s w %

12" W ildebreod
or Pizza Slice
o n ly $ . 9 9

Plus
Tax

Begin Your WeeU with A Bài*gain
At Woodstockfisi

HAPPY HOUR

pkpstax

5/

plus fax

only $9^^ *■'ax

(«IT.»

Have them stay at

2 Med. 12"
1-Topping Piizas

LARGE 16"
2-Toppu)g Pizza

for a mere $ 1 0 ’ ’tax

MOTOR INN

Specials not good with any other offers.
m mm mm mm_.mm. m m mm mm.,.mm,._mim,:m^

+

I_

^

541-4420

w«tK other isffcri^ artii taupon: pet: ;

^

11.99

onIy

t£IX

^

$5 .99

4* t a x

1000 Higuerat
54M 420

' 1000 Higuera

• N'of.

Pizza

Pizzas

»I z z

o n Iy $
I,

One Topping

O ne
1

I

X Mediuiii X2”

2 Madiuni XT

LARO E
16"

^

1000 H igueta
541-4420
Nor good w>rhothor of¥rT$>orv«ooopon p«r { Not ^ood with oih^r offe«; one toupempet
pii»; e*p
I
pw«« fxp 5/30/?^

Special Kate From June 1-June 10 • Bring Add With Yoii
•Free Continental Breakfast
and Afternoon Tea
•Non-Smoking Rooms

800/543-2777
2074 Monterey Street in San Luis Obispo - 543-2777
Directly Across From Apple Farm

Storewide Spring Clearance
Save up to 75% on selected merchandise. Big savings on
discounted, out dated, overstocked, &
closeout items from all departments.
Sale starts May 24th until supplies last.
Shop early for best selection.

M

•Friendly S ta ff
•Free Local Calls
•Pool and Spa

ElGsrioJ

fll^ l^ B o o k s to ie

"

T H O U G H T OF
T H E DAY:
"My aim is not to
inaugurate new pro
grams, but to cancel
old ones that do vio
lence to the Constitu
tion, or that have
failed in their pur
pose, or that impose
on the people an
unwarranted Financial
burden."

^

Barry Goldwater
____________ 1960

M U S T A N G D A IL Y

T h u r s d a y M ay 27 , 1 9 9 3
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CHANGES
From page 1

would no longer have concentra quired for a B.S. would be
dropped from 198 to 186.
tions if the plan is implemented.
Only two completely new
Proposed changes in other
courses are included in the departments:
proposal. Senior projects with an • political science — The
accent in psychology will also be political science department will
added. The number of units re no longer offer POLS 450 Com

munity Research Seminar, and
POLS 321 and 322 will be
changed from 3 to 4 units.
• speech — The speech depart
ment is proposing to add SPC
375 Health Communication (4
units).

• English — Five new classes
are proposed: ENGL 104 writing
lab, ENGL 113 essay writing,
ENGL 200 special problems for
undergraduates, ENGL 399 tutor
training, and ENGL 499 practice
in teaching English as a second

language.
• com puter science — Total
units for a degree would be
dropped from 198 to 192 by
reducing the number of both ad
viser approved and free electives
from 15 to 12.

C lassified
Campus Clubs

SAILORS SEE
HAWAII IN TRAVEL CALL 481-?970

Announcements
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
•or Trade Credit! New comics
every Thursday -New games weekly!
THE SUB COM ICS & POSTERS
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED
RECORDS Longer Hours: M-Sat til 9.
Bigger store: 553 Higuera.
Top 70 CDs only $12.98MOST CASH lor used LPs, tapes,
CDs, & video games!

DEADLINE:
JUNE 1ST 5PM

GET YOUR AD IN FOR THE
GRADUATION EDITION BEFORE
IT'S TO O LATE!!
Imorov
your speech idioms pronunciatrbn
Fridays 2-4:00 22-10 X2067
No fee drop-ins Welcome

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP!

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.

Personals
2 EXTRA GRAD PM EVE TICKETS 4
SALE CALL ALEX 544-0279

Greek News

Greek News

Opportunities

Roommates

Rental Housing

MHELP!!

Room For Rent by Laguna Lake
1 room in 4 room house All
util paid except tele/cable
Wash/Dry Big Yard Rob #542-9528

IK THANKS

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Make up to $2,000-i- per month
teachirig basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room and board + other
benelits. No previous training or
teaching certificate required.
For program call 1-206-632-1146
ext. J6005

ZTA

CHILDREN'S CHURCH TEACHER FOR
SAMLL EVANGELICAL CHURCH -A S K
FOR JOHN AT 466-3894

lO E
WOULD LIKE TO THANK THEIR
DATES TO THE FORMAL
IT WAS A BLAST

our softball coaches BARNEY,
RICH, &RAY tor a job well done!
Great job to everyone who
played!!

FOUND RING
REWARD
Wanted

SEEKING 2-ROOM SUMMER SUBLET
FOR UNDER $200 A PERSON.
CALL JOY or ALISON 547-9756

Word Processing

LOW-RATE LOCAL W ORD PROCESSING
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143

Travel

ZOE
AZO
SAILORS BALL THIS
WEEKEND!
BEWARE THE RED DEATH!

Once Again
TOP GPA

for W TR QTR of all sororities

GOES TO AXn
PIKE

CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING
SECOND PLACE IN EVERYTHING

For Sale

BIKE FOR SALE

R&R W ORD PROCESSING (Rona)
17 yrs exp. laser printer, 544-2591

CONGRATS TO DELTA SIG
MICHAEL MATHENY ON HIS RECENT
ENGAGEMENT TO ZTA ERIN JACOBS

CONGRATULATIONS TO
DERRICK MARION AND DOUG MEYER
ON YOUR INITIATION INTO AI<I>!

SUMMER JOBS AT KENNOLYN CAMPS
Santa Cruz Mtns. 408-479-6714
Animal SderKe Major.
‘ Counselor tor small animal
projects
‘ Barn manager. 30 horses. Know
ledgeable, physically strong
‘ Riding Instructor: Eriglish
Additional Staff:
‘ Naturalist ‘ Swimming, WSI
‘ Rock Climbing ‘ Astronomer
‘Quantity Cook ‘ Driver. 25 & over
‘ Painter-Carpenter
‘ Vaulting Instructor

Master's Theses, Sr. projs, resumes,
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 - Laura

TYPING LASER PRINTER
NANCY 473-2573

CONGRATULATIONS TO
JASEN BARRET ON HIS
PINNING OF KATHY BROWN AND
JOHN BUTLER ON HIS
PINNING OF AILISH MURPHY
LOVE THE BROTHERS OF

Fine High Sierra Family Resort
seeks career oriented year round
live-in person (21-up) to handle
Business Services including: Bar
& Retail sales, Office Organization,
Record Keeping, ‘ Town Runs” for
resort purchases, etc. Experience
in Customer Service, Bookeeping,
Cash Register desired. 800-22/-9966

'88 CENTURION ACCORDO
COMPLETELY OVERHAULED - NEW
BOTTOM BRACKET.GRIPS-EVERYTHING
TUNED! 12-SPEED, LARGE FRAME
ASKING $240
CALL BRYAN 542-9356

HAWAII

CREW SAILBOAT FROM HONOLULU-SB
CALL STEVE 481-2970 4 DETAILS

Opportunities

OWN ROOM IN HOUSE 250-fUTIL.
OFF MADONNA RD. PERMANENT OR
SUMMER SUBLET. JEFF 0 549-9289

Summer Sublet

Room avail in large house next
to Poly. Wash/dry, big yard, re
duced rent! Call Lori 543-4238

Roughing It Day Camp
in S.F. East Bay is hiring
W aterfront staff with current
ARC Lifesaving, Riding Counselors
and Counselors for Boy's groups.
Exper/refs. (510)283-3795

I NEED 4 GRADUATION TICKETS
FOR THE AFTERNOON CEREMONY
GUS 542-0884

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER TYPING SVC
REASONABLE RATES 543-2183

SHARE Mstrbdrm. Ige hse, HOT TUB
YR Lease.Smr: $215each, then 250
STARTS7/1 Laguna.KELLY 545-9266

RESORT STAFF

LOST CAT NEAR SCHOOL LG ORANGE
FRIENDLY PLS. CALL 549-9235

AXQ

NEED 2 PEOPLE

TRAVEL. EXP/RES,CHALLENGE.
CALL BRAD 549-0224 LV MESSAGE

ON BISHOPS PEAK. CALL TO
IDENTIFY 545-8131

Celebrate the grads of '93
with cl>Ae at the Mustang Tavern
June 5 8:00PM - 2:00AM
Call Will for tix

4 spcs In Large House Close To
Poly 2/sh master bdrm with adj
bihrm 1/own room start 6/15
1 other room to open in Fall
250/mo 300/dep large Yard Pels
OK Washer GREAT HOUSE! 544-5497

EARN $470/WK

A X 0 Congrats

I-WEEK IS HERE! GET READY FOR
SOME GREAT TIMES AHEADiLOVE I K

HARDWORK

Lost & Found

Meighan Emerson on her AFP
Lavalier from Brain Howard!

”~ALPHA DELTAS!

‘ “ ROOM FOR RENT“ *
Own room and bath in Pine Creek
Condo tor only $200/Month
Summer Quarter only
Call Dan 0 544-4382

Employment

GET FIRED UP! DELTA SIG IS
READY TO HIT THE BEACH TONIGHT

(-: I'LL TYPE IT FOR*YOU :-)
Reports, resumes, books!
Professional Word Processing!
Call 542-9931 Today!

Is the RED CARNATION a flower!
I hear it's gonna be a BALL!
Get ready for our formal!

NEED FEMALE TO SHARE HUGE ROOM
FULLY FURNISHED TOW NHOME 2 1/2
BATH 3 BDRM $215/MO CLOSE TO
POLY & TOWN CHEAPER IN SUMMER!
AVAIL 6/15 CRISTIN 544-6084

m-

Rental Housing
2 Bdrm House Stenner St.
Avib. 6/21 CALL 544-7246
2 Bed Apart with GAFIAGE Avail.
6-14 0 $650/mo-449 No. Chorro
Call Steve 543-8370
4 BDR House Close to Poly 4-5
Students OK $1200 mo. Ph 541-8496
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES. NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. NON-SMOKER. QUIET,
NO PETS. 543-7555 ASK FOR BEA.
WE CAN HELP FIND ROOMMATES TOO!
CEDAR CREEK CONDO AVAILABLE 4
SUMMER &FALL QTRS;LARGE 2BDRM,
2BATH.FREE PARKING,POOL,BBQ,
WALK TO SCHOOL;$150-SUMMER AND
$200 FOR FALLiCALL MIKE 702887-0536 OR STEVE 702-267-4393
OR HERB 310-322-7637
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-0321
RENTAL LIST-SLO COUNTY-MCA/ISA
Close to Poly. 2bdrm condo w/
attached garage, fireplace,
deck & utility rm. 178 Stenner
12 or 10 months lease 544-5385

LAX TO FAIRBANKS. $730 VALUE
SELLING FOR $500. 756-5405

Student Rental-now pre-leasing
for Fall 5 bdrm-3 bath Sundeck,
spa, sauna Across from ocean in
Cayucos. phone 995-3785 or 310/
277-2216
SUMMER CONDO WITH POOL CEDAR
CREEK WALK TO SCHOOL NEW
FURNITURE & CARPETING $500 MO
AVL JULY & AUG 965-1775 DAYS
687-2280 EVES
SUMMER HOUSING

$400.00 FOR
ENTIRE SUMMER
PLENTY OF ROOMS TO CHOOSE
$100.00 REF DEPOSIT
FOR INFO CONTACT
LOUIE 549-0962

SUMMER HOUSE W/POOL, SAUNA, B A ^
LOOKING 4 SUBLEASE 4 SUMMER
POSS CONT THRU 93-94 YR; OWN
ROOM OR SHARED $240+; WLK 2 POLY
PERFECT4SUMMER 77C H 0R R 0549-8376
SUMMER SUBLET; Female needed
$200/own room(2avail) JUN-AUG
close to POLY call JEN 544-2589

SUMMER SUBLET
CLOSE TO SCHOOL & TOWN
QUIET SMALL HOUSE OWN ROOM
CALL DEVIN AT 543-2196 BESTOFF

SUMMER SUBLET STUDIO COTTAGE
W/LG. YARD UTL. PD. FURN/UNFURN
DATES IN/OUT NEG. 543-1735

SUMMER SUBLET

MATCHING COUCH AND LOVE SEAT
FOR SALE.. GREAT CONDITION
ONLY $75!! CALL 545-9379

Homes for Sale

Weight Set

HOUSE FOR RENT 5 MIN. TO SLO
5BD 3BA IXAC. W/4 STALL BARN
549-8411
HOUSE FOR RENT-MUST SEE!
Close to Poly 4bdrm, 3 bath
5 or 6 people $1300 541-9323

Mopeds & Cycles

LRG 2 STORY CONDO FOR RENT
3 Bed 2.5Bath Fire Place
Wiisher/Dryer Peaceful
Furnished $1125 544-4253

1985 KAWASAKI

NINJA 600 READY FOR SUMMER!
LOTS OF NEW PARTS - VERY CLEAN
CUSTOM POWDER COATING
$2200 obo 544-2678

how to save the environment &
earn $1000+/month from home.
Send SASE to: FREE INFO 14331
WIrKhester Dr. Mojave, CA 93501

SLO Clean 2Bdm walk to Poly &
Town Deck Large Kit with Dish
washer Laundry 4 Students at
$210ea. No pets 544-7165

Guitar Amp

315
5 t) Olynl(5ic
OlynÇic Weight
Wt
w/bar
and collars $125 call Steve
or Charles 549-8044

I’LL SHOW YOU

SLO - CEDAR CREEK VILLAGE
2 Bed / 2 Bath Furnished Units
Summer $600 / Fall as low as
$900 Call the Leasing Office
544-7772 or 544-5370

UNIVERSITY VISTA APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL
PLEASE CALL OR COME BY FOR
PRICES & FLOOR PLANS
544-1509 1230 MURRAY AVE SLO

Genesis 40 watt
Great Shape. Give me an otter
Call Steve P 549-8044

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2,000>/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carfcbean, etc)
Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C6005

Rooms to share,condo. Male stds
Furn. Walk to Poly. SMR $150/mo.
Fall Lease $235. Tim 544-8848

The Creek Apts
772 Boysen
2BD 1BA Furn 543-9119
walk to Poly
12-mo Lease $600mo
(JUL-AUG) $450mo

Furniture Sale

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Earn $600-f/wk in carv
neries or $4,000>/monlh on fishing
boats.Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No exp
necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A6005

Rooms to share,condo. Fe stdnts
Furn. Walk to Poly. SMR $150/mo.
Call Tabby 756-3750.

HOUSE ON HATHAWAY CLOSE TO
SCHOOL BIG HOUSE VERY CHEAP
TAKE BEST OFFER CALL DAVE
756-4694

FOR SALE
1 AIRLINE TICKET TO ALASKA

Twin size bed w/sm loft $50
call Steve or Charles 549-8044

‘CAUTION: Make no investments before
investlgatir>g advertisements in
Opportunities which require
investments in stock sarnples,
equipment or cash b o n ^ .

ROOM FOR SUBLEASE GREAT
LOCATION AVAILABLE 5/21-8/21
175.00 543-4940 RON OR ERIC

PINECREEK Dramatic ceilings
New Paint;Partially turn, tor 4
$1150 Neg. 415-341-8867 MSG

BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
DETACHED 2-BDRM, 2-BATH CONDO
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. INCLUDES
W ASHER,DRYER,REFRIG $134,950
EVELYN DELMARTINI, THE REAL
ESTATE GROUP 541-2888

DOWNTOWN
SLO!
IB d mobile home & storage shed
$12,500. Cynthia 546-0518

ii-

TOOM fòli SUO'M m TELL ,
I'VE broogut
so m e
FL^S^ C^RDS I M^DE.

E^CW C^RD
^ LETTER
FOLLOWED S'! SEVER^L D^S^ES
WHEN L SWOW TUE C^RD, H0\)
^ TELL "mE VULGMi, OBSCEUE OR
S RL^SP^E^AO0S WORD THES ST^HD
FOR.' .„READT.^
?

SUE'S SV3CU A mF0CR\TE
ABOUT BVILDIUG VOLABVLARl

FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES &
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370
Farrell Smyth R/E
MOBILE HOME. FOR SALE. 2Bdrm,2
bath,3car SPACES.Lrgest LOT IN
PARK.BUS.IMMACULAfE.DISHWSHR.
REFRIG,2SHED,CALL JASON 541-1921

\

QUALITY AT THIS PRICE-3BR2BATH
SPECIAL ITEMS IN REMODEL$247,500
CALL PEGGY D P REALTY -544-8050

YOUR owN CEDAR CREEk C5NM)

SZ7

RENT FOR $950 OR $1400 W / $800
GOING TOWARDS PURCHASE OF
$149,900 (916J568-7333. WILL
TRADE FOR LAND IN SACRAMENTO
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Mustang talent best in west
By winning the NCAA
Division II West Regional, Cal
Poly’s baseball team proved to be
the best team in the west.
And when all-Region honors
were named Tuesday, it was
clear that Cal Poly also had the
most talent out of any other
team in the west.
Dan Chergey was named
Pitcher of the Year and Mustang
m e n t o r Steve Mc Fa r l a n d
garnered Coach of the Year
honors to highlight an abundent
of all-Region honors for Cal Poly.
Chergey, Cal Poly’s all-time
leader in four categories includ
ing most victories, takes a teambest 11-2 record into the College
World Series, starting Sunday.
It was the second consecutive
year in which McFarland has
netted top coaching honors. The
lOth-yeeu* coach has compiled a
287-257 record at the helm of the
Mustangs.
First-team all-Region selec
tions from Cal Poly include
second baseman Duke Dodder
(.366 batting average), left
fielder Phil James (.3S1), desig
nated hitter/utility player Rob
Neal (.363, 65 RBIs) and Cher
gey.
Picking up second-team
honors were first baseman Grant
Munger, s h o r t s t o p Br ent
Simonich, center fielder Ben
Boulware and pitcher Paul
Souza.
Dave Ray of UC Davis was
named Player of the Year.

M u s t a n g D aily

SLO Triathlon looks for help
local businesses.
Volunteers can select from
morning shifts (6:15 a.m. to 12
noon), afternoon shifts (11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.) or all-day shifts.
There will be two volunteer
meetings, one and two weeks
prior to the triathlon.

Approximately 350 volun
teers are needed to help in the
14th Annual San Luis Obispo
Triathlon, put on by the city’s
Recreation emd Parks Depart
ment Sunday, July 25.
Volunteers are needed to as
sist in course safety, set-up and
take-down, aid stations and
many other activities.
All volunteers will receive a
firee T-shirt, free lunch, a water
bottle and an entry into a
drawing for prizes donated by

Those interested should con
tact the SLO Recreation
Department at 781-7300, or
sign up in person at 860 Pacific
Street.

Title repeat not in
cards for Wheelmen
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily

W e st R e g io n c o a c h o f th e y e a r is a g a in C al P o ly ’s S te v e M c F a rla n d .

KKAL to broadcast CWS
KKAL (1280 am) announced
Wednesday that it will broadcast
live coverage of Cal Poly’s
baseball games at the NCAA
Division II College World Series
in Montgomery, Ala.
Mark Miller will call the ac
tion, which begins Sunday night
when the third-seeded Mustangs
(36-18) face No. 6 University of
Missouri-St. Louis (31-9) in a
first-round game.

Pregame coverage of Sunday’s
opener begins at 4 p.m. (PST),
with the first pitch slated for 5
p.m.
If Cal Poly wins Sunday, it
plays again Tuesday at 5 p.m.,
with KKAL’s pregame show
starting at 4 p.m.
If the Mustangs lose, they
play Monday at 1:30 p.m., with
pregame set for an hour earlier.

C r i m i n a l
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STEIN

HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S
LAROEST SELECTION OF
MOUNTAIN A ROAD BIKESI
. . . o T ; .............................................................

Flight Ti. Seats
R eg. $ 1 0 9 .9 5

Sale $79.95
exp. 6 /7 /9 3

who broke away with 10 other
riders and took fifth in the road
race.
The women’s time trial team
of Steiner, Chrissy Leonard,
Tambrey Horn, Jennifer Hartwig
and Julie Henderson took third
in the nation after finishing four
th at regionals three weeks ago.
Steiner’s road race finish
earned her a front row spot for
the start of the Harvard Square
criterium and she never looked
back as the 100 rider women’s
field quickly shrunk due to the
hilly course and fast pace.
“There was no way I would be
satisfied unless I finished
strong,” said Steiner, who passed
several riders on the last lap to
finish in seventh place.

This year’s national collegiate
cycling championships saw
several Cal Poly Wheelmen fall
victim to bad luck.
The Wheelmen, who won the
national crown last year, had
their men’s team meet with bad
luck even before the trip began
as Esteban Chavez was injured
in a training crash and couldn’t
make the race.
Eddie Salgado did manage
14th place in the road race, but
mechanical problems hampered
the time trial team and Jason
Gentry crashed out of the
criterium after scoring well in
the early primes.
The women’s surpassed all ex
pectations,- however, led by the
brilliant riding of Karen Steiner,

S p e c ria lis ts

CASCIOLA
Attorney* At Lav

JefTrey R. Stein
^

'

L e ra h e d as bpeaalists in L n m in a l
C aufom ia State Bar Board
of Legal Specialization.

.

Cbris Casciola

Practice Limited To Criminal Law and Drunk Driving
Affordable Fees • No charge for initial oonsioltation

541-4135

1119 Palm Street, San Luis Obispo

SMSULTAN'S
OG CHECK
AUTOMOTIVE
'Spring Special*
(FORMERLY MARSH ARCO)

$19.95 * $7.00

2978 S. Higuera, S.L.O. (Near DMV)

Certificate
(Light Vehicles Only)
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543-7872 Mon.- Sat
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CYCLERY
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Over 2 0 0 D om estic
& Foreign Beers
LARGE Selection of
California & Local Wines
GREAT Deli Sandwiches
Clove Sigaret
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